about the Contributors
lu Aiguo is Senior Fellow at the Institute of World Economies and
Politics, Chinese Academy of Social Science, Beijing. She has also served
as Research Fellow at the World Institute of Development Economics
Research in Helsinki, the United Nations University, Finland. Aiguo
is the author of China and the Global Economy Since 1840 (Palgrave
Macmillan, 1999). She completed her doctoral studies in Sociology at
Binghamton University in 1992, her dissertation entitled “Household
and Collective in Chinese and Soviet Agriculture.”
roderiCk (rod) bush (1945-2013) was a Professor in the Department
of Sociology and Anthropology at St. John’s University. He earned his
doctoral degree in sociology from Binghamton University in 1992,
his dissertation entitled “Social Movements Among the Urban Poor:
The U.S. in the Twentieth Century.” Bush is notable for his many
publications ( journal articles, book chapters, reviews, essays, etc.)
including his editorship in 1984 of The New Black Vote: Politics and
Power in Four American Cities and authorship of We Are Not What We
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Seem: Black Nationalism and Class Struggle in the American Century
(1999), and The End of White World Supremacy: Black Internationalism
and the Problem of the Color Line (2009) which won the Paul Sweezy
Marxist Sociology Book Award from the American Sociological
Association in 2010. In 2014, his and Melanie Bush’s coauthored
book Tensions in the American Dream: Rhetoric, Reverie or Reality was
published by Temple University Press. Rod Bush, a lifelong activist,
was during the last decade of his life a member of the national council
of the Black Radical Congress and of the Executive Board of the Left
Forum. In these capacities, he built bridges among the Black Left
and Black Nationalist communities and with progressive and radical
movements at large. Bush firmly upheld that the Black nationalism as
expressed by the oppressed has been broad in vision and historically
provided leadership to the struggle for human rights overall. He
believed in the interconnectedness of the fate of all humanity and had
unwavering faith in the power of the people to overcome all challenges.
nAnCy Forsythe has taught Sociology and Women’s Studies at the
University of Maryland College Park, where she has been a Research
Associate at the Center on Population, Gender and Social Inequality.
Her research interests include theory, sociology of gender, social
movements and comparative historical analysis. Forsythe has been
the recipient of several research grant awards to study women in
Latin America and global gender inequalities. In an extension of her
graduate studies, Forsythe took a Fellowship at the Center for Women
in Government (Rockefeller Institute, University of Albany), after
which she worked on the staff of then-Governor Cuomo’s Task Force
on Poverty and Welfare Reform, as Director of the New York State
Task Force on Work and Family and as Director of the Office for
Work and Family in the New York State Department of Economic
Development. She has served as the Director of Research for the
International Women’s Forum and as a member of Women’s Eyes on
the World Bank and as Vice-President of the Board of Directors for
the Maryland Coalition for Inclusive Education.
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WAlter l. goldFrAnk is Professor Emeritus of Sociology at U.C.
Santa Cruz. He obtained his doctorate from Columbia University in
sociology in 1973. His areas of research interest has included the study
of global political economy with special attention to the rise and decline
of nations; social movements and revolutions; export agriculture and
its impact on environmental and social conditions; social change;
historical sociology; and world systems. He has edited The WorldSystem of Capitalism: Past and Present (Sage, 1979) and, with David
Goodman, Ecology and the World-System (Greenwood Press, 1999).
terenCe k. hoPkins (1929-1997) completed his doctoral studies at
Columbia University in 1959. He joined the Columbia faculty in 1958
and remained there until 1970. In the 1960s, Hopkins conducted
research in Uganda, and spent two years teaching at the University
of the West Indies in Trinidad. He was a member of the Executive
Committee of the Ad Hoc Faculty Group at Columbia during the
1968 rebellion. He came to Binghamton in 1970 in order to found
its program of graduate studies in sociology, and he remained its
Director for two decades. One of the founding fathers of worldsystems analysis, Hopkins served as a member of the Executive Board
of the Fernand Braudel Center for the Study of Economies, Historical
Systems, and Civilizations. Terence K. Hopkins is the author of The
Exercise of Influence in Small Groups (Bedminister Press, 1964) and has
coedited, with Immanuel Wallerstein, The Age of Transition: Trajectory
of the World-System, 1945-2025 (Zed Books, 1996); with Giovanni
Arrighi and Immanuel Wallerstein, Antisystemic Movements (Verso,
1989); and with Immanuel Wallerstein, World-Systems Analysis: Theory
and Methodology (Sage, 1982). Hopkins unexpectedly passed away,
embraced by his loving family, students and colleagues on January 3,
1997.
riChArd e. lee is Professor of Sociology at Binghamton University
(SUNY), Director of the Fernand Braudel Center for the Study of
Economies, Historical Systems, and Civilizations and the editor
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of its publication, Review. Lee concentrates on the study of longterm, large-scale social change from the world-systems perspective,
focusing on the long-term intellectual and disciplinary structures
of knowledge formation in writings that range across the sciences,
social sciences, and humanities. His courses have included: Theory
and Methodology of Historical Social Science; Sociology of Music;
Introduction to World-Systems Analysis; Classical Social Theory; and
Structures of Knowledge. Most recently, Lee has edited The Longue
Durée and World-Systems Analysis (SUNY Press, 2012). He earned his
doctoral degree in sociology from Binghamton University in 1995, his
dissertation entitled “Herald or Hydra? English Cultural Studies in
the post 1945 World System.”
WilliAm g. mArtin is Professor of Sociology at Binghamton
University (SUNY). His research and teaching interests include the
historical construction of criminal justice systems, the study of Africa
and the modern world, and social movements. His undergraduate
courses have included courses on the worldwide growth of criminal
justice systems, social justice movements, and the relation of Europe
and America to Africa and people of African descent. His most recent
publications include essays on decarceration and justice disinvestment
in New York State; southern Africa, land and the world-economy;
social justice movements, and the history of the study of Africa
and people of African descent. Martin has edited Making Waves:
Worldwide Social Movements, 1750-2005 (Routledge, 2008), and
previously coedited Out of One, Many Africas: Reconstructing the Study
and Meaning of Africa (Univ. of Illinois Press, 1999). He completed his
doctoral studies in Sociology at Binghamton University in 1985, his
dissertation entitled “The Making of a Semiperiphery: South Africa
& the World-Economy, 1870-1945.”
reşat kAsAbA is Stanley D. Golub Professor of International Studies
at the University of Washington and Director of its Jackson School of
International Studies. Kasaba has been a researcher on the Ottoman
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Empire and Turkey covering economic history, state-society relations,
migration, ethnicity and nationalism, and urban history with a focus
on Izmir. The books and articles that he has written shed light on
different aspects of the transformation of the Ottoman Empire and
modern Turkey in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. They also
constitute the parts of a holistic history. His work has focused on
the social and economic history of the Ottoman Empire and modern
Turkey and state-society relations in the Middle East from a historical
perspective. He teaches courses on the modern Middle East as well as
global history in the modern era. These courses are presented from
a long term perspective, examining a series of themes and changes,
by placing them within a broad temporal context. He has authored
The Ottoman Empire and the World Economy: The Nineteenth Century
(SUNY Press, 1988), and more recently A Moveable Empire: Ottoman
Nomads, Migrants, and Refugees (Univ. of Washington Press, 2009).
Kasaba completed his doctoral studies in Sociology at Binghamton
University in 1986, his dissertation entitled “Peripheralization of the
Ottoman Empire.”
PhiliP mCmiChAel is Professor in the Department of Development
Sociology at Cornell University. His research examines capitalist
modernity through the lens of agrarian questions, food regimes,
agrarian/food sovereignty movements, and most recently the
implications for food systems of agrofuels and land grabbing. This work
centers on the role of agri-food systems in the making of the modern
world, including an examination of the politics of globalization via
the structuring of agri-food relations. His current research concerns
examining the ‘global land grab’ as a harbinger of the new bioeconomy,
and as a process of relocating agriculture to land in the global South
as the basis of a new food regime. His courses have included: Political
Sociology of Development; World-historical Methods; Food,
Ecology, and Agrarian Change; and International Development. More
recently, he is the author of Development and Social Change: A Global
Perspective (Sage, 2016), and Food Regimes and Agrarian Questions
(Fernwood Publishing, 2013). McMichael earned his doctoral degree
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in sociology from Binghamton University in 1979, his dissertation
entitled “Pastoralism and Capitalist Development in NineteenthCentury Australia: A Study of Settler Capital Accumulation.”
rAvi Arvind PAlAt is Professor of Sociology at Binghamton University
(SUNY). His research interests include historical sociology, political
economy, nationalism and new forms of social conflict. He has
worked on the historical sociology of the Indian Ocean region, on
the parallel transformations of China and India since the mid-1800s,
and on the rise of new patterns of antisystemic movements. Palat’s
earlier work centered on the political economy of east and southeast
Asia in the context of contemporary transformations of the capitalist
world-economy. These projects build on a long-standing research
interest in excavating the Eurocentric biases of social theory. This
is complemented by an examination of the intellectual premises of
area studies programs and on conceptualizing space. Palat teaches
graduate seminars titled Political Economy of Asia, Asia in WorldHistorical Perspective, Comparative Hegemonies, among others; and
undergraduate courses on the sociologies of colonialism, contemporary
Asia, and of food. His more recent publications include The Making
of an Indian Ocean World-Economy, 1250-1650: Princes, Paddy
Fields, and Bazaars (Palgrave, 2015), and an edited volume, Capitalist
Restructuring and the Pacific Rim (Routledge, 2012). Palat completed
his doctoral studies in Sociology at Binghamton University in 1988,
his dissertation entitled “From World-Empire to World Economy:
Southeastern India and the Emergence of the Indian Ocean WorldEconomy 1350-1650.”
elizAbeth mCleAn PetrAs received her doctoral degree in sociology
from Binghamton University (SUNY) in 1982, her dissertation
entitled “Black Labor and White Capital: Formation of Jamaica as a
Global Labor.” She is the author of Jamaican Labour Migration: White
Capital and Black Labour, 1850-1930 (Westview Special Studies on
Latin America and the Caribbean), published in 1987.
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beverly silver is Professor in the Department of Sociology and
Director of the Arrighi Center for Global Studies at Johns Hopkins
University. Her research focuses on problems of development, labor,
social conflict, and war, using comparative and world-historical
methods of analysis. By recasting these issues in a broad geographical
and long-term historical framework, her work teases out patterns of
recurrence, evolution and “true novelty” in contemporary processes of
globalization. She teaches courses on social theory, macro-comparative
methods, development, labor, and the political economy of global
capitalism, and coordinates the Sociology Department’s Program
in Global Social Change and Development. More recently, She has
authored Forces of Labor: Workers’ Movements and Globalization Since
1870 (Cambridge University Press, 2003) and has edited, with Giovanni
Arrighi, Chaos and Governance in the Modern World System (Univ.
of Minnesota Press, 1999). Silver completed her doctoral degree in
sociology at Binghamton University in 1991, her dissertation entitled
“World Scale Patterns of Labor Unrest, 1870-Present.”
evAn stArk is Associate Professor of Public Administration, Director of
the Master’s in Public Health program at Rutgers-Newark and Director
of the Division of Urban Health Administration at the UMDNJ
School of Public Health. With a doctorate in sociology (received in
1984 from Binghamton University, his dissertation entitled “Medicine
and Patriarchal Violence”) and a MSW, Stark specializes in health and
medical care, family and community violence, political theory, the
urban environment, social service and nonprofit management, criminal
justice, and policy issues dealing with racial and gender justice. Stark
is a leading authority on woman battering and child abuse and has
won numerous awards for directing The Yale Trauma Studies in the
1980s with Anne Flitcraft, M.D. His book, Coercive Control: How
Men Entrap Women in Personal Life (Oxford University Press, 2009)
won the excellence award from the American Publishers Association
and was named the 2007 best book in sociology/social work.
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mohAmmAd h. tAmdgidi, retired associate professor of sociology at
UMass Boston and previously full-time lecturer at SUNY-Oneonta
and adjunct lecturer at SUNY-Binghamton, is the founding editor
of Human Architecture: Journal of the Sociology of Self-Knowledge, a
publication of OKCIR: the Omar Khayyam Center for Integrative
Research in Utopia, Mysticism, and Science (Utopystics) which has
served since 2002 to frame his independent research, pedagogical, and
publishing initiatives. His publications include Advancing Utopistics:
The Three Component Parts and Errors of Marxism (Routledge/
Paradigm, 2007/09) and Gurdjieff and Hypnosis: A Hermeneutic Study
(Palgrave Macmillan, 2009/12). He completed his doctoral studies in
Sociology at Binghamton University in 2002, his dissertation entitled
“Mysticism and Utopia: Towards the Sociology of Self-Knowledge and
Human Architecture (A Study in Marx, Gurdjieff, and Mannheim).”
Tamdgidi’s research, teaching, and publishing have been framed by an
interest in understanding how personal self-knowledges of multiple
selves and singular world-historical social structures constitute one
another. This line of inquiry has itself been a result of his longstanding
interest in understanding the underlying causes of failure of the world’s
utopian, mystical, and scientific traditions in bringing about a just
global society.
immAnuel WAllerstein, founder of World-Systems Analysis, is Senior
Research Scholar at the Yale Sociology Department. He attended
Columbia University, where he received a B.A. in 1951, an M.A.
in 1954 and a Ph.D. degree in 1959, and subsequently taught until
1971, when he became professor of sociology at McGill University.
As of 1976, he served as distinguished professor of sociology at
Binghamton University (SUNY) until his retirement in 1999, and
as head of the Fernand Braudel Center for the Study of Economies,
Historical Systems and Civilizations until 2005. Wallerstein has held
several positions as visiting professor at universities worldwide, has
been awarded multiple honorary degrees, has intermittently served as
Directeur d’études associé at the École des Hautes Études en Sciences
Sociales in Paris, and was president of the International Sociological
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Association between 1994 and 1998. During the 1990s, he chaired the
Gulbenkian Commission on the Restructuring of the Social Sciences.
In 2003 he received the Career of Distinguished Scholarship Award
from the American Sociological Association. Wallerstein is the author
or editor of numerous books, articles, and reports, including his multivolume series The Modern World-System (I-IV) (Univ. of California
Press, 2011), Historical Capitalism with Capitalist Civilization (Verso,
2011), and Utopistics: Or Historical Choices of the Twenty-First Century
(The New Press, 1998). More recently he has edited The World is Out
of Joint: World-Historical Interpretations of Continuing Polarizations
(Routledge, 2016).
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